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Meet Snooty C

1

He’s so stuck up, he had to make
his very own line below the staff.

 
We also call 

him Middle C 
because the sound
he makes is in the

middle of the
piano. 

 



On a music sheet, we find 
Snooty Middle C below the 5 treble

lines on one extra little line all to itself. 

MUSIC WORDS: C's extra 
line is  called a ledger line
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Meet the notes
All the notes can look different. They can
be fi l led in or not, and sometimes they
have different stems (or no stem at all!)

 
The different

note shapes tell
you how long
their sounds

last.
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 Middle C in music
Draw the missing ledger lines.

Come back to this page after learning the note values and discover the rhythm!



Meet Friendly D
He’s holding on tight in
the space below the staff.

 
Friendly D is at
the bottom of

the staff. What
do you think the
notes sound like

at the top?
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MUSIC WORDS: the tall line 
off the note is called a stem

Trace your finger along the bottom
of the treble staff. Any time we see

a note there, you know it's me!
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Meet Heroic E

She anchors herself on
the bottom line to save D!

 
Heroic Bottom-
Line E is a line
note. Can you

count how many
lines there are?
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The staff has 5 long lines. The bottom line
goes right past Heroic E's head. Each line is

home to a different note.

MUSIC WORDS: the round part 
of the note is called the head

5

4

3

2

1
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Meet Sleepy F

She falls asleep on the first
space and stays there.

 
Sleepy F is a

space note. Can
you count the

spaces between
the 5 staff lines?
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You can tell that Sleepy F is a space note
because her head fits in between two lines.

         There are 4 spaces 
to hold space notes between

the lines. F is in the first 
space at the bottom.  

4

3

2

1
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Meet The Long Notes

Half note:  play empty notes
with a stem for two counts

Whole note:  play empty
notes for four counts
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TIP: Say "toodle" for two-
beat half notes and "toodle-

y-doo" for the four-beat
whole notes. Try clapping

and counting it too, and pick
what works best for you!

too
dle

y
doo

too
dle



Meet Speedy g

13

So eager to reach his finish
line, he ran to the second line

We count lines
from the bottom to

the top. G is on
the second line

because there is
one line below.



MUSIC WORDS: Tempo is the
speed that you play a song. 

G's favorite song speed is allegro (fast) and
presto (very fast). But he'll play slow if the music
tells him adagio (slow) or largo (very slow), too!  
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Meet The SHORT Notes

Quarter note:  play notes
with a stem for one count

Eighth notes:  play 2 connected
notes for a half count each
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Tip: count "ti-ti" for
half-beat eighth notes.
Count "ta" for one-beat

quarter notes. 

ti ti ta
 
 



Meet Patient A

17

She marched up to the second
space, above C, D, E, F, and G. 

 Did you notice that the
musical alphabet goes
in order like the letter

alphabet? The only
difference is that it

starts again after G! 

A is always just 
above G and below B.



MUSIC WORDS:  the line that
divides measures is called a  barline. 

A group of notes' beats are counted in a measure. Once
you've filled up all the beats that fit in a measure, there is

a bar line, and you start counting at 'one' again. 

*Please note that in this first
workbook, we'll count every

measure as four beats. 

Beat 1                             Beat 2                             Beat 3                             Beat 4   
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Pirate Seas

SPOT IT:  Can you find the pattern C G G C?
PLAY IT:  What does it sound like on your instrument?
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Trace your fingers around the 4 measure boxes. 



Meet Little B

20

He's in the middle of the lines,
with two above and two below

LET'S THINK:
Cheery E is

surrounded by 2
space notes. What

are their letter
names?



TIP: Try thinking through a song before
you play it and picture yourself playing
it perfectly. That gets your brain ready
and helps you to play your best. 

B's stem can face up or down because it's in the
middle. All the notes that are higher than B face

down so that they don't run out of room for the stem. 
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Meet Silly C

22

She was swinging on the staff
and landed on the third space

Practice saying the musical
alphabet forwards and

backwards. Once it feels
easy, challenge a partner
by clapping to have the
other change direction.



LET'S THINK:  This is the second C note we've
met. Can you find all the C's on your instrument? 

Do they sound alike? What sounds different?

MUSIC WORDS: A step is the distance between
one note and the very next one above or below it.

Like when you play C to D, you are stepping up. 
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TRACE IT: Follow the staff lines with your
finger in the direction you'd play the notes

DRAW IT: Connect the music note 'dots',
then look at the mountains of ups and downs. 

 
 

Connecting 
the Dots

We read music the
same way we read

books, from left to right
and top to bottom. 
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Meet Clever D

25

D looked up at the staff and
chose to live on the fourth line. 

ACTIVITY: Pick 6
consecutive notes
(for example, C, D,

E, F, G, and A).
Number them 1-6

and roll the dice to
write a song!



MUSIC WORDS: An octave is an eighth, or an 8-note
interval. The letter names of notes an octave apart

always match: like Friendly D and Clever D. 
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Find the Space Notes
There are space notes and line notes
hiding here!  Circle just the space notes: 
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Meet Cheery E

28

He skipped up to the highest
space between the lines. 

ACTIVITY: Take turns with
a partner playing notes

that ascend and descend.
Have the partner close

their eyes and listen to 
tell you if the melody is

 moving up or down. 



What happens to the notes that don't fit in the lines? Just like
Snooty C has a ledger line below the staff lines, you can add

ledger lines above to make room for higher notes. 

MUSIC WORDS: a skip is the distance
between two notes that skipped over a step.

Like when you play C to E you skipped over D.
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 the 

SPOT IT:  There are 4 line notes here. Can you find them?
COLOR IT:  Fill in each note the color of their outline.
SAY IT:  Point to and name all the notes.
 

Meet    Scale

30
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LET'S THINK: Is this
scale stepping  up or

down? What note does
this scale start on?

The scale is made up of half
and whole steps, notes that
are right next to each other. 



Meet flying f

32

He leapt up high, flying 
to the top line.

MUSIC WORDS:
You measure distances

between notes by its
interval. We usually

name intervals by the
number of notes apart:

like a fourth or a ninth. 



PLAY IT: the distance between Snooty middle
C and high Flying F is a big leap.  What does a

leap sound like on your instrument?

'Skips' and 'steps' are another name for two types of intervals.
Sometimes we call intervals a 'leap' when it's larger than a skip.  
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Meet sneaky g

34

He tip-toed to the very top
space, above all the others

Every note represents a
sound, just like letters

represent sounds of words
we say. When they're put

together, they make up
musical 'sentences'
 called phrases.  



FACT: Sometimes Treble clef is called G clef, because
the bottom half circles around Speedy G's line. 
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Circle just the low G's. Can you
tell which ones are the high G's?
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Here Come the High Notes is the first book in 

the FableNotes© series. This workbook is designed to ease

the learner from recognizing colorful treble clef characters

to confidently reading black and white sheet music. 


